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This document has been financed in part through a grant from the Federal Highway
Administration. The contents of this report do not necessarily reflect the official views or
policies of the US Department of Transportation.

This Document is protected under the provisions of Title 23 United States Code Section
409 as follows: Discovery and admission of evidence of certain reports and surveys.
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, reports, surveys, schedules, lists of data
compiled or collected for the purpose of identifying, evaluating or planning the safety
enhancement of potential accident sites, hazardous roadway conditions, or railway-highway
crossings, pursuant to sections 130, 144 and 148 of this title or for the purpose of developing
any highway safety construction improvement project which may be implemented utilizing
Federal-aid highway funds shall not be subject to discovery or admitted into evidence in a
Federal or State court proceedings or considered for other purposes in any action for
damages arising from any occurrence at a location mentioned or addressed in such reports,
surveys, schedules, lists or data.
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RSA Background

Location:

County Road 250 East (Concord Road) and its intersection with County Road 430 South,
south east of Lafayette, Indiana in Tippecanoe County.

Owner:

Tippecanoe County

Purpose:
RSA Process:

Develop preventive countermeasures to improve safety, and assist in scoping a proposed road
and intersection Highway Safety Improvement Program project.

The RSA was conducted on June 18, 2015. The RSA team members received the Background
Information report (which contained all the data in this report) and a more detailed Appendix
(copy attached) prior to the RSA. Team members met at the Tippecanoe County Office Building
and were briefed before carpooling to the site. All intersection approaches were driven, team
members completed checklists as they walked and observed the site. Members then carpooled
back to the County Office Building and met for a debriefing, discussion of their observations and
the development of recommendations.

Geographic Scope:The RSA extends approximately 500’ north, south and west of the intersection.
Team Members:

-Jim Hawley, previous Executive Director of the Area Plan Commission and the Metropolitan Planning
Organization
-Capt. Brian Sterner, County Sheriff’s Department
-Mike Parks, Traffic Supervisor for the Tippecanoe County Highway Department
-Gregory Haltom, Transportation Director for the Tippecanoe School Corporation
-Dave Buck, PE, Public Works Director for the City of West Lafayette
-Laura Slusher, PE, HELPERS Project Manager for the Local Technical Assistance Program at Purdue
-Jim Knapp, PE, Senior Civil Engineer in Facilities Planning at Purdue
-Tim Stroshine, EIT, Transportation Planner at the Area Plan Commission of Tippecanoe County
-Jon Fricker, PE, Professor at Purdue in the Civil Engineering Department

The Team

Resource Personnel:
Opal Kuhl, PE, Executive Director of the Tippecanoe County Highway Department
John Thomas, Assistant Director for Transportation Planning, APC
Doug Poad, Senior Transportation Planner, APC
Mike Spencer, Assistant Director of the Tippecanoe County Highway Department
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Existing conditions: (See Maps and Summaries that follow)
CR 250 E is a two lane rural road functionally classified as a Minor Collector. The pavement condition is “good”
(72, out of 100 scale, south and 79 north of CR430S) with two 10.5’ lanes and less than 1’ earth/gravel
shoulders. The road descends 45 feet in elevation from 400 feet south of the intersection to 400 feet north of
the intersection. The intersection is in a rapidly developing residential area with significant development
directly to the east and within 1000 feet both north and south. Veterans Memorial Parkway (a Major
Arterial with significant commercial and industrial land uses) is three-quarters of a mile to the north.

CR 430 S is a two lane rural road functionally classified as a Local road with a “good” pavement condition (67).
There are two 10.5’ lanes with less than 1’ earth/gravel shoulders. There are drainage issues and an old
headwall at the intersection. The land gently undulates down in elevation from west to east. Land use is
residential along the road frontages but in agricultural production behind the homes.

Traffic Characteristics and Area Plans: (See Maps and Summaries that follow)

CR 250 E carries 6,125 vehicles per day north of the intersection and 5,249 vehicles per day to the south (2013)
with slightly more than 3% heavy trucks. The posted speed limit is 40 MPH and the 85th percentile speed is
49 MPH. The road is used by school buses but there are no visible signs of bicyclist or pedestrian use;
however there is a regional middle school and elementary school located one mile to the west. In 2014
Tippecanoe County constructed a multi-use trail from the entrance of a major residential subdivision 1000’
north of the intersection to Veterans Memorial Parkway.

CR 430 S carries 3,511 vehicles per day (2013) with less than 2% heavy trucks. The road is used by school
buses going to a regional middle school and elementary school one mile to the west. There are Stop and
Street Name signs at the intersection with CR250E. The posted speed limit is 40 MPH and the 85th percentile
speed is 39 MPH.

Looking west
onto CR 430S
Crash History: (See Maps and Summaries that follow)
There were 21 crashes between January 2010 and February 2015 injuring 15 people with no fatalities. Five of
the crashes involved an injury and sixteen were property damage only. The majority of crashes occurred
during the daylight hours in clear weather. Proportionately there is an overrepresentation of Rear End, Ran off
the Road, Right Angle and Speed too Fast, as well as Wet and Ice Surface Conditions compared to all crashes in
Tippecanoe County.

The collision diagram shows the greatest number (nine) occurred when a vehicle was traveling northbound
and did not see the secondary vehicle waiting to turn left onto CR 430S. Of those nine, three involved an
injury. Four resulted in the vehicle rear-ending the waiting vehicle and the remaining five involved the vehicle
running off the road. Four of the five Right Angle crashes involved vehicles pulling out from CR 430S. Two of
those four were due to icy roads. The fifth crash involved a south bound turning vehicle making too wide of a
turn. The other notable crash type involved vehicles traveling east on CR 430S disregarding the Stop sign.
Two of those were related to icy road conditions.
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RSA Observations and Analysis

The RSA team reviewed the enclosed information and following the on-site investigation made the following
observations and analysis:

CR 250 E
Sight distance is inadequate on the south leg of the intersection because of a rise in the elevation of the road.
North bound drivers don’t see the intersection until they crest and start to descend the hill. The rear end and
run off the road (to avoid the left turning vehicles) crashes are a direct result of the inadequate sight distance.
Speeds are high with the 85th percentile at 49 mph; however, the speed limits were lowered in the area several
years ago in an attempt to reduce crashes. Wet pavements contributed to 75% of the crashes involving two
vehicles. The road width, shoulder width and intersection radius do not meet current standards. There is a
driveway on the north side of the intersection just 55’ from the intersection.

CR 430 S
Crash history shows two patterns: a right angle pattern and disregarding the Stop sign. A relatively high
proportion of crashes occurred in icy conditions. Sight distance to the north and particularly to the south is
obstructed by vegetation. There is a slight dip and road undulation just prior to the intersection, there is no stop
bar and again both the road width, shoulder width and intersection radius do not meet current standards.
Speeds on the intersection approach seemed high and the intersection seems to come up quickly for drivers.
Hill on the
south leg of the
Intersection

Sight distance
obstruction on the
north west corner
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RSA Recommendations

Following the site investigation the RSA team came to the following recommendations for consideration by
Tippecanoe County.

Short-Term Recommendations – To minimize rear end and right angle crashes the County should take steps to
increase driver awareness of the intersection. In the near term significantly improving sight distances is not
possible. However, additional driver information about the intersection ahead and slowing left turning vehicles is
recommended to improve driver predictability and reduce crashes.

CR 250E
Greater intersection awareness is needed for north bound vehicles because of inadequate sight distance which is
caused by a hill that obstructs the view of the intersection. Advanced intersection signing on the south leg is
recommended to provide greater awareness of the approaching intersection.

CR 430S
Greater intersection awareness is needed for east bound vehicles. This can be accomplished with the installation
of advanced intersection signing, possibly a stop bar, a larger Stop sign and a double arrow on the far side of the
intersection. Vegetation on the west side of the intersection should be trimmed, particularly the northwest
corner where it may be in the public right-of-way.
Long-Term Recommendations – To reduce the rear end and run off the road type crashes the County should make
significant improvements to the intersections and approaches. These measures will improve sight distance, remove
the slower turning traffic from the higher speed through traffic and reduce crashes.

CR 250E
To address the rear end crashes the intersection should be reconstructed. The hill on the south approach should
be removed to improve sight distance and a passing blister should be constructed on the east side of the
intersection. The lane and minimal shoulder widths should be widened to current standards and the new
pavement should be a high friction surface to address the slippery pavement crash history. The recently
completed Lafayette Trail Master Plan recommends a multi-use trail on this section of CR 250E and provisions
for the trail should be included in any reconstruction.

CR 430S
The road needs to be reconstructed so the approach eliminates the slight dip and road undulations just prior to
the intersection. The lane and minimal shoulder widths should be widened to current standards and the new
pavement should be a high friction surface to address the slippery pavement crash history. The 2040
Metropolitan Transportation Plan recommends a trail on CR430S that would connect the proposed trail on
CR250E to the elementary and middle school a mile to the west. Provisions for the trail should be included in any
reconstruction.

Relocation of CR 430 S
In addition to reconstructing the intersection in its current location, there was discussion of completely relocating
the intersection a half mile south so it would line up with CR450S on the east side of CR250E. This would
eliminate the need to reconstruct the existing intersection, allow for the construction of a new intersection in a
location with better sight distance and provide a better network for future traffic in this growing area. Depending
upon available funding realigning CR430S should be considered by Tippecanoe County.
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Site Map

CR 250 E

CR 430 S
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Roadway Inventory

CR250E (Concord ) at CR430S

•CR430S
-Functional Class = Local
-Lane widths averages 21’, two 10.5’ lanes
-Earth/gravel shoulders, 1’–2’ wide
-Pavement condition is “Good”, Overall Condition Index = 67 (100 Scale)
-Posted Speed Limit = 40 mph, 34 mph Ave., 39 mph 85%
-Vehicle Class
·Motorcycles = 1%
·Cars/light trucks = 92.1%
·2-3 axle, single frame trucks = 2.9%
·Semi w/2 or more units = 1.9%
-Unknown = 2.1%
-Signage = Stop and Street Name signs eastbound (southwest corner)

•CR 250E (south leg)
-Functional Class = Minor Collector
-Lane widths averages 21’, two 10.5’ lanes
-Earth/gravel shoulders, 1’–2’ wide
-Pavement condition is “Good”, Overall Condition Index = 72 (100 Scale)
-Posted Speed Limit = 40 mph, 43 mph Ave., 49 mph 85%
-Vehicle Class
·Motorcycles = .08%
·Cars/light trucks = 88.7%
·2-3 axle, single frame trucks = 4.3%
·Semi w/2 or more units = 3.2%
-Unknown = 2.9%
-Signage = 40 MPH sign 700’ south of CR430S

•CR 250E (north leg)
-Functional Class = Major Collector
-Lane widths averages 21’, two 10.5’ lanes
-Earth/gravel shoulders, 1’–2’ wide
-Pavement condition is “Good”, Overall Condition Index = 79 (100 Scale)
-Posted Speed Limit = 40 mph
-Vehicle Class
·Motorcycles = .08%
·Cars/light trucks = 88.7%
·2-3 axle, single frame trucks = 4.3%
·Semi w/2 or more units = 3.2%
-Unknown = 2.9%
-Signage = 40 MPH sign 400’ north of CR430S
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Crash Summary
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Time
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Topography
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Property Boundaries

CR 430 S
Concord Rd
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Zoning
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Zoning District Definitions
A - Agriculture

AW – Agricultural Wooded

R1 – Residential, 10,000 sf minimum lot size
R2 –Residential, 7,500 sf minimum lot size

R3 –Residential, 5,000 sf minimum lot size

PDRS – Planned Development Residential

GB – General Business

NB – Neighborhood Business

I1 – Industrial, low impact, entirely indoors

I3 – Industrial, high impact, outdoor loading and storage of materials
FP – Flood Plain
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On CR430S looking west

Additional Pictures

On CR 430S looking east at the intersection
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On CR 430S at the intersection looking east

At the intersection looking south
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At the intersection looking north up the hill

On CR250E looking south at the intersection
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On CR250E looking south at the intersection

On CR250E looking south at the intersection
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On CR250E looking north at the intersection

On CR250E looking north at the intersection
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Old Headwall (southwest corner of intersection)

East side of the intersection
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CR 250 E (Concord Rd) and CR 430 S
Road Safety Audit Check List
Facality Type: Rural two lane "T" intersection
Date: June 18, 2015

Time:

Moving Lanes

Page:

Weather:
Yes

1 of 3

Maybe

No or
N/A

Lane widths are inadequate
Number of lanes is inadequate for traffic
Lanes abruptly end

Auxiliary / Turning Lanes

Inadequate advance warning of lane drop
Auxiliary or turning lane too short
Auxiliary or turning lane not properly marked
Auxiliary or turning lane needed

Driveways

Driveways too close to intersection
Driveways too closely spaced
Inadequate visibility of driveways

Shoulders

Shoulder widths are inadequate
Inappropriate shoulder surface
Shoulders are poorly maintained
Insufficient contrast of shoulder
Drop off at edge of pavement

Horizontal and Vertical Alignment

Horizontal or vertical alignment reduces visibility
Abrupt change in elevation
Inadequate visibility at sag or crest curves
Inadequate or excessive superelevation
Curves may cause sliding in adverse weather

Pavement Markings/Delineation

Pavement markings not clearly visible
Necessary pavement markings not present
Too many pavement markings present
Pavement markings inappropriate for location
Old/conflicting pavement marking not removed
Inadequate retroflectivity of existing markings
Road markings lack sufficient contrast with pavement surface
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CR 250 E (Concord Rd) and CR 430 S
Road Safety Audit Check List

Page:
Yes

Light Conditions

2 of 3
Maybe

No or
N/A

Inadequate visibility at night
Severe headlight glare during night conditions
Lights create glare on approach roadways
Lighting interferes with traffic signs
Inadequate lighting for signs

Signs

Inadequate visibility of signs
Incorrect location, offset or height of signs
Sign locations obstruct visibility
Signs are missing, redundant, or don't meet specification
Signs are not properly maintained
Signs are contradictory
Existing signs are not applicable
Signs cannot be read from adequate safe distance
Required warning or regulatory signs are not present

Sight Distance

Inadequate sight distance
Sight lines are obstructed by signs, building, vegetation, etc.
Sight lines are obstructed temporarily (cars, snow, etc.)

Skid Resistance

Some locations have inadequate skid resistance

Pavement Defects

Abrubt changes in pavement condition
Pavement defects exist which could result in loss of control
Pavement defects visible (potholes, rutting, etc.)
Change in surface type
Pavement has excessive drop offs or poor transitions
Presence of loose aggregate in pavement
Presence of bleeding pavement due to excessive asphalt

Drainage

Presence of ponding or sheet flow on pavement
Drainage inappropriate for topography
Surface flooding or overflow from drainage structures or streams
Unprotected culverts or other drainage structures
Embankments or ditches are too steep
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CR 250 E (Concord Rd) and CR 430 S
Road Safety Audit Check List

Page:
Yes

Barriers

3 of 3
Maybe

No or
N/A

Clear zone is narrow
Guardrail is damaged or inadequate

Driver Behavior

Overrepresentation of particular age group
Many drivers violate the posted speed limit
Skid marks
Frequent off tracking
Illegal parking

Initial Recommendations / Additional Comments:

Initial
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